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V8.12 Release Notes
Item #

New Features
Adobe Plugin: The Adobe Illustrator plugin includes a Line List application integrating
YuniquePLM data while utilizing the flexibility of Adobe Illustrator to create your own
collection view.

AIPLUG-1083

General Application: YuniquePLM now offers the ability to perform a universal search
across multiple areas/modules across the application. Users can search by code or name
(and various other parameters) and find corresponding matching results. This significant
click reduction will consolidate results and save time overall by searching in a central
location vs separate Modules. To enable, admin users can set up within Admin > Settings >
Desktop and then further refine search parameters within Admin > Settings > Universal
Search.

YPLM-6532
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UIMOD-6734

Admin Folder: The warning messages within the Admin User creation area have been
redesigned as popups.

UIMOD-3169

Color Folder: Removed a redundant sort column in the Color Palette-Remove Color area.

UIMOD-6763

Color Folder: The Color Folder's Edit Color Chip buttons (save, copy, help) have resorted.

UIMOD-6637

Control Panel: Updated the Control Panel - BOL Template Library and Style - Bill of Labor
user interface to include the unlink symbol after adding a row.

UIMOD-6745

Control Panel: The Control Panel Measurement Template includes updates to linked and
unlinked icons.

UIMOD-6660

Material Folder: Updated the Material Care page where the created by, created date,
modified by, modified date detail has been moved to the Care Instructions panel.

UIMOD-3565

Power Grid: Updated the Power Grid user experience within YPLM to include new desktop
entries in the Admin area specific to Power Grid Entities, allowing the Power Grid user to
launch their various business entities from YPLM directly.

UIMOD-6710

Style Folder: Updated text within the Style Folder Design Detail, Text -Image, and Freelance
Design workflow pages when adding images.

YPLM-5946

Admin Folder: Created a new Style application setting to show or hide, both the Add Size or
Add Variation option within the overflow menu. These new settings can be found in the
Admin > Settings > Application> Style >General section: EnableStyleAddSize and
EnableStyleAddVariation.

YPLM-6681

Admin Folder: The Admin Folder - Field Configurations - Field Definitions have been
updated to include a specified sort order for dropdown values configured within the Lookup
Items Sort area.

YPLM-8045

Application Configuration: New APIs have been created to support Style attachments (Add
and Remove). This will allow customers to send attachments to the Styles Attachment area
via integration.
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Color Folder: Colors can now be copied from within the same Color Palette as the original
color chip using the new copy function within the Edit color > Color properties overflow
YPLM-6958
menu. During the copy process, users can modify color chip fields that carry over EAV field
data.
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YPLM-8218

Color Folder: Updated the Color Folder - Change Log to specify which color chips have been
copied.

YPLM-8365

Color Folder: Updated PANTONE 18-1421 Cognac to Baltic Amber in the Pantone Library as
per Pantone color change communication.

YPLM-7645

Control Panel: Improved Copy process to include the currency data when adding a new
Style Variation.

YPLM-8278

Control Panel: Updated the Control Panel Intro Season Year page to include a configurable
grid option to add a current season column for increased visibility and clarity.

YPLM-7837

Dev Calendar: Task roles have now been incorporated into Dev Calendar > BI > Calendar
extract report.

YPLM-8077

General Application: Gerber Technology is working towards a unified Single-SignOn
capability across its entire suite of product lines. YuniquePLM is now integrated with
Gerber Technologies new services allowing a Single Sign-on (SSO) for all your Gerber
Applications. This capability will work with Corporate Federated Authentication services via
SAML 2.0 and allow enterprise organizations to enable ADFS, Azure AD, Google, Twitter, and
Facebook authentications if desired. YuniquePLM will require a mandatory username,
password, and valid unique email address (may not be shared between accounts). Users
can now use either their username or email address to log in. There is also a new forgot
password link.

YPLM-6200

Line List: Updated the Line List Flash Costing Batch Update - Main Material Name
dropdown field options.

YPLM-7579

Material Folder: The Material > Supplier-Mill > Material Request Summary page now
includes a search panel where users can search by Material Request parameters such as
Partner (agent/vendor/factory), color, size/treatment, seasonality, and sample type.
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YPLM-5525

Sourcing: Users can delete a Sourcing Folder if no quotes or commitments exist.

YPLM-7909

Sourcing: The Intro Season Year dropdown values have been updated to match the sort
order specified within the Control Panel when creating a new Sourcing Folder.

YPLM-7078

Style BOM: The BOM Colorway area includes the ability to remove material color pitching
from a colorway. This is particularly useful for those users who have click-to-fill colorway
and default active color BOM configurations disabled.

YPLM-8269

Style Variations: Created warning messages within the Style BOM to identify when a new
size variation may impact color pitching between the original BOM and the size variation
created.
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Item #

Defect List

YPLM-8036

Application Configuration: Corrected a control issue within the Parent / Child EAV fields
which resulted in missing values.

YPLM-8316

Control Panel: Updated the Control Panel's Fraction Conversion issue.

YPLM-8311

Style Measurements: Updated Fraction Conversion within the database to be consistent
between page and reports (Style Measurements, Sample Request, and Reports.)
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